Dear friends!
Imperialism and its collaborators dream of keeping we revolutionary prisoners in
isolation inside the jails and the peoples of the world in isolation outside the jails. But they are
not going to realise those dreams. They want the world's peoples to bow down to them. They
want nobody to seek their rights. Even those who are being exploited to the very marrow are
not supposed to raise their voices. They want all the world's peoples to be their slaves. But it is
futile, they will not be able to turn those dreams into reality. Throughout the history of the
world's oppressed peoples, whatever the slaughters and massacres, whatever the tyranny,
they have chosen to raise the banner of revolt.
They could not force surrender and the banner of resistance waved overhead has now
encountered their isolation methods. They dream of using them to suffocate the voice of
resistance with their tyranny. But certainly this too will not succeed. Our 122 martyrs in
resistance to isolation showed the whole world that they would not succeed.
And they will not, because there are Free Prisoners walking in the path of these heroes.
And outside the prisons there is the struggle by people like you.
It is certain that they will not be able to silence is, either with isolation or with their
other methods.
But if we make much greater efforts, we can silence them forever.
And instead of the world we live in, with their deprivation of rights, their injustice and
exploitation, we will bring about a world of equality for the peoples, fraternity and freedom.
Greetings to the martyrs of the struggle against isolation.
Greetings to those who are struggling for this cause.
Greetings to those who do not give in to repression.
Love and greetings to you all from the isolation cells.
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